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The axes of many ocean-ridges and rift zones are not perpendicular but rather oblique to the associated spreading
axis. How this obliquity is reflected in the trends and opening directions of the tectonic fractures in the rift
zones has, however, not received much attention. Here we present data on the trends and opening directions of
several hundred extension fractures along the axis of the rift zones of the Reykjanes Peninsula (Iceland) and Afar
(Ethiopia). For the Reykjanes Peninsula, results show, first, that the opening of the fractures is normal to their
trends, indicating pure extension and, second, that the opening direction makes an angle of ∼30◦ to the direction
of the spreading vector at the sides of the rift, as deduced from global plate motions and GPS data. The difference
between the extension direction along the rift axis and that at its sides suggests across-strike strain partitioning
along the Reykjanes portion of the oceanic ridge of Iceland. A similar across-strike partitioning has been recently
observed across the Main Ethiopian and Afar Rifts (Ethiopia), on continental and transitional crust, respectively.
In this region the opening direction makes an angle to the direction of the spreading vector. Numerical models
indicate that the along-strike growth and connection of spreading segments may generate stress fields that favour
a significant obliquity of a portion of a rift zone with regard to the spreading direction. Numerical models also
indicate that the local stresses around and between magma chambers (and associated volcanoes) may induce local
stresses that may, to a degree, explain the observed strain partitioning processes during the growth of divergent
plate boundaries.

